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FOOD DISTRIBUTION AND TRANSPORT 
LESSON PLAN 

Overview 
Estimated lesson time: 110 minutes 

Before this module, we recommend students become familiar with the vocabulary definitions for this 
module. Refer to vocabulary builders for suggested activities. 

5 min Introduction 
Lecture and discussion 
The lecture provides a brief and colorful look into the recent history of food 
transportation, summarizes major topics and introduces the essential questions.  

20 min Why food is transported 
Brainstorm, worksheets and lecture 
Students will brainstorm reasons why they think food is transported over long distances.   

In groups, students will explore whether the land in New York State could produce enough 
food to feed New York City, identify foods commonly associated with particular places 
(e.g., pork from Iowa) and list the foods produced in their region and the times of year 
when they are available. Groups will present their results. 

A concluding lecture summarizes the rationale for transporting food. 

10 min Industry consolidation 
Lecture 
The lecture covers consolidation in the processing and distribution industries, and the 
effects on food miles and smaller producers. 

50 min Mapping food routes:  Food miles, energy and climate change 
Lecture, group activity and discussion 
Students will explore how, and where, food is moved by mapping the pathways of common 
ingredients from field to retail. Students will calculate the food miles, energy use and 
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions associated with each route. 

A set of bookended lectures prepares students for the activity and offers them an 
opportunity to reflect on their results. 

15 min Local and regional food systems 
Lecture and discussion 
The lecture will cover the strengths and limitations of local and regional food systems, 
and the barriers to developing them.  

10 min Reflection 
Journal and discussion 
Students will reflect on the best scale(s) of distribution for their own community. 
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Essential questions 
Essential questions1 point to the big ideas of a module. They can be discussed, written on the board 
and posed on essays and exams. 

• Why is food transported over long distances? 
• How, and how far, is food transported? 
• What are consequences of transporting food over long distances?   
• What are their strengths and limitations of local and regional food systems? 
• From where should our community get its food? 

Learning objectives 
Students will: 
• Explain the rationale for transporting food over long distances; 
• Map transport pathways, from field to retail, for several foods; 
• Measure the food miles, energy use and greenhouse gas emissions associated with several 

transport pathways; 
• Explain the effects of industry consolidation on food distribution, and the implications for small 

and local producers; 
• Analyze the strengths and limitations of regional and strictly local food systems, and the barriers 

to creating them. 

Materials 
Materials that educators must provide: 
• Calculators 
• Rulers 
• Drawing materials (pens, pencils, etc.) 
• Optional:  Computers with spreadsheet software (e.g., Excel) and Internet access 
 

Materials available on the Teaching the Food System website: 
• Background reading, intended to brief educators on the concepts covered in this module but also 

suitable as a reading assignment for students 
• Slides 
• Answer key 
• Student handouts  

o Why food is transported:  Feeding the Big Apple, Food from our region, Places famous for food 

o Mapping food routes:  Instructions, U.S. map, Food miles worksheet, Data sheets  
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5 min Introduction 
Lecture and discussion 
The lecture provides a brief but colorful look into the recent history of food 
transportation, summarizes major topics and introduces the essential questions.  

 

Note: Instructions to the educator are written in italics; talking points to students are written in plain 
font. Talking points are not intended to be delivered verbatim—we expect educators will adapt them 
to best suit their audiences.  

Food Distribution and Transport | Slides
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Title slide  

• In this lesson, you will: 
o Learn why food is transported over long distances; 
o Map the transport routes of feed, animals and ingredients used in the 

manufacture of beef and strawberry yogurt, then calculate the energy 
used and the greenhouse gases emitted from transportation;  

o Critically examine their strengths and limitations of local and regional 
food systems. 

 Introduction

 Why food is transported

 Industry consolidation

 Food miles, energy and 
climate change

 Local food systems

 Regional food systems

 Reflection

Overview
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Overview 

• Briefly indicate some of the topics that will be covered. 

Introduction

Essential questions
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 Why is food transported over long distances?
 How, and how far, is food transported?
 What are the consequences of transporting food 

over long distances?
 What are the alternatives to global food 

distribution? What are their strengths and 
limitations?

 From where should our community get its food?

 

Essential questions 

• These questions point to the big ideas of this module.  
• Give students a few moments to read and reflect on the essential questions. 

Notify them that they may be used after the lesson as exam or essay 
questions. 

Overview
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 Introduction

Why food is transported

Industry consolidation

Food miles, energy and 
climate change

Local food systems

Regional food systems

Reflection

 

Overview: Introduction 

“For most of human history, perishable 
foods were by definition local.  They 
travelled far only if they could be kept 
alive and breathing.”

- Susan Freidberg,  Fresh: A Perishable History

Introduction

Early 1900s
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Early 1900s 

• Author and geographer Susan Friedberg writes, “For most of human 
history… perishable foods were by definition local.  They travelled far only 
if… they could be kept alive and breathing.”2  

• At the turn of the century, most of the food consumed in the U.S. was 
produced locally.3-5   

• What has changed since then?   
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Introduction

Recent developments
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 Inexpensive oil
 Refrigerated transport
 New forms of processing

 Free trade policies
 Consumer demand

Image copyright.  

Recent developments 

• Since then, technological advances in food processing and 
transportation—along with cheap oil—have allowed industries to move 
greater quantities of food faster and over longer distances than ever 
before possible.3   

• Industrialized nations came to depend on fleets of trucks, trains, planes 
and boats to transport food over thousands of miles from where it is 
produced to where it is eaten.   

• Refrigerated transport has allowed industries to ship perishable foods, 
such as meats, eggs and produce, over the course of long journeys.5  

• Creations like frozen juice concentrate have made shipping beverages 
both cheaper (with less water, they weigh less) and more widely available 
year-round.3  

• Meanwhile, free trade policies and growing consumer demand have added 
to the amount of food imported by the United States.5 As a result of these 
changes, Americans are presented with a global palette of food choices 
unimaginable to earlier generations. 

Introduction

1930s
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1930s 

• Through the 1930s, ready access to fresh foods from around the globe was 
still a novelty, and many retailers and consumers thought it worth 
celebrating. An upscale New York restaurant, for example, boasted about 
the mileage traveled by its exotic produce. According to its menu, the 
ingredients of a vegetable salad collectively covered over 22,000 miles.2      

• Since then, food miles—the distance food travels from where it is grown 
or raised to where it is purchased by a consumer—have come under 
considerable scrutiny. Local and regional have become the qualities 
sought out by conscientious eaters. It is now understood that the 
convenience, variety and other benefits afforded by global food 
distribution must be weighed against the social, health, environmental and 
economic implications of transporting food over long distances.  
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20 min Why food is transported 
Brainstorm, worksheets and lecture 
Students will brainstorm reasons why they think food is transported over long 
distances.   

In groups, students will explore whether the land in New York State could produce 
enough food to feed New York City, identify foods commonly associated with 
particular places (e.g., pork from Iowa) and list the foods produced in their region 
and the times of year when they are available. Groups will present their results. 

A concluding lecture summarizes the rationale for transporting food.  
 

• Place students in groups of 3-5. 

• Why is food transported over long distances? What are the benefits? 
o Allow students several minutes to generate ideas within their groups. 
o Write student responses on the board. 
o We’ll revisit this question after completing several activities. Each activity will give you clues 

as to why foods are transported over long distances. 
• Assign each group to one of the three worksheets associated with this activity (refer to Handouts). 

Provide each group with a copy of its assigned worksheet.   

• Allow students several minutes to complete their assigned worksheet.   

• Once students have finished working, ask several groups to describe the task assigned to them on 
their worksheet, and their results. 

• Have these worksheets generated any new ideas for the question, “Why is food transported over 
long distances?” If so, add these to the brainstorm list on the board.   

• Provide clues as needed.  For example, ask students why they think certain places are known for 
producing certain foods (comparative advantages like climate, topography, soil conditions, etc.). 

• The following lecture reveals several reasons why foods are transported. Students may have 
already discovered these on their own.   

Introduction

 Why food is transported

Industry consolidation

Food miles, energy and 
climate change

Local food systems

Regional food systems

Reflection

Overview
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Overview: Why food is transported 

 

 Feeding densely populated places
 Demand for out-of-season foods
 Allowing regions to specialize in what they 

can best produce

Why food is transported

Reasons
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Reasons 

• We’ll discuss three major reasons why food is transported over long 
distances: 
o Feeding densely populated areas; 
o Demand for out-of-season foods; 
o Allowing regions to specialize in producing the food(s) they are best 

suited for. 
• A fourth reason has to do with changes in the food distribution and 

processing industries. This is discussed later. 
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All the land in New York State could only feed 
55% of New York City

Why food is transported 

Feeding densely populated places

AngMoKio. Manhattan, New York City. 2006. Available at Wikimedia Commons.
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Feeding densely populated places 

• As you may have discovered from your worksheet, the enormous appetite 
of a city like the “Big Apple”—New York City—illustrates how food 
distribution is essential to densely populated places. 

• Each of the 8 million people in the city6 must consume over a ton of food 
per year to meet the USDA nutritional requirements.7  

• If all the food production in New York State went to New York City, it 
would still be only enough to feed 55 percent of the city’s population (with 
nothing left over for the rest of the state).7 

Why food is transported 

Demand for out-of-season foods
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Demand for out-of-season foods 

• Even if New Yorkers could survive solely on the food grown within the 
state, they would probably complain about the lack of variety in their diet, 
particularly over the winter.  

• As you may have discovered from your worksheet, if our food choices 
were limited only to the seasonal foods available within 100 miles, we 
would probably have to give up many of the foods we typically eat — 
particularly over the winter. 

• Consumers’ demand for out-of-season foods is, then, another motivation 
for distributing food widely.  

• In the Northeast, for example, food production is largely suspended over 
the cold season. Shipping in food from California and other southern 
locales is one way to address the continued demand for foods that cannot 
be produced locally in the winter. 

• What are some other ways we could avoid needing to ship in food from 
faraway places?    
o Eating a completely seasonal diet (which may or may not be a realistic 

option) or growing crops in greenhouses (traditionally, greenhouses 
are heated by the sun, but some growers use fossil fuel energy to keep 
greenhouses hot year-round). 

Why food is transported 

Allowing regions to specialize
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Allowing regions to specialize  

• Transporting food allows regions to specialize in producing the goods that 
they are best suited for.  

• Vermont, for example, has a short growing season, rolling hills and rocky 
soil—poor conditions for growing most crops, but suitable for raising 
dairy cows.8  

• Although Vermont doesn’t hold an advantage over Wisconsin, New York 
and Pennsylvania, it specializes in producing the food for which it has the 
least disadvantage—in this case, dairy.8  

• Vermont dairy farmers produce far more milk and dairy products than its 
residents consume;9 the surplus is shipped to other regions of the United 
States.   
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Why food is transported 

Allowing regions to specialize
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Allowing regions to specialize (continued) 

• As you may have discovered in your worksheet, certain places are known 
for producing certain foods.  This is often because those places have 
advantages that allow them to produce certain foods more effectively than 
others.   

• The types of crop and food animal production best suited for a region 
depend on its climate, topography, soil and other factors.  
o Varieties of wheat used in breads and baking, for example, grow 

relatively well in the cold, dry climate of the Great Plains.  
o Citrus fruits grow best in hot, sunny places like California and Florida. 
o Bananas grow best in the tropics, such as parts of India, Central 

America, South America and Southeast Asia. 

Why food is transported 

Political, economic advantages
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 U.S. Hog production, 2007

Food & Water Watch. Factory  Farm 
Map. 2011. www.factoryfarmmap.org.

 

Political, economic advantages 

• The political and economic conditions of a place may also be factors in 
attracting certain forms of food production.  

• Industrial hog producers, for example, may be drawn to regions with 
existing infrastructure in place (such as meat packing plants and access to 
inexpensive feed corn), sparse human populations and fewer regulations 
against industrial food animal production (IFAP) facilities (refer to Food 
Animal Production).10,11 

• Image:  This map depicts U.S. hog production, centralized in Iowa and 
North Carolina.   
o Hog production in North Carolina was initially spurred by a need to 

replace declining tobacco production.11   
o In 1997, the state placed a moratorium on the construction of new, 

large-scale hog production facilities, due to environmental and health 
concerns.12 
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15 min Industry consolidation 
Lecture 
The lecture covers consolidation in the processing and distribution industries, and 
the effects on food miles and smaller producers. 

 

Introduction

Why we transport food

 Industry consolidation

Food miles, energy and 
climate change

Local food systems

Regional food systems

Reflection

Overview
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Overview: Industry consolidation 

• Changes in the food processing and distribution industries provide 
another explanation for the longer distances over which foods are 
transported.  

• In addition to extending food miles, these changes have direct 
consequences for smaller producers.    

Retailers

Storage

Consolidation and other trends 

Food distributors
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Producers, 
Processors

Image copyright.  

Food distributors 

• Food distributors are the middlemen responsible for getting food from 
field to retail.   

• They pick up products from producers or processors, temporarily store it 
in large (often refrigerated) warehouses and transport it to supermarkets, 
restaurants and other retailers where it is sold to consumers.    

Apples consumed in Iowa
Grown in Iowa            Imported from out of state

Consolidation and other trends 

Excluding farmers from regional markets
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Kim B.  Johns Hopkins Center for a Livable Future; 2011.
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Excluding farmers from regional markets 

• Over recent decades, food distributors13,14 and processors15,16 have 
become more consolidated, resulting in fewer but larger facilities in these 
industries. 

• Since larger facilities can afford to make larger purchases, they have the 
buying power to demand a steady, year-round supply of products in large 
volumes and at the lowest prices.13,17  

• To get the best deal, large-scale distributors and processors seek out 
producers from outside regional, state and national boundaries.17  

• They generally buy from large-scale producers that benefit from 
economies of scale and can sell their products at lower prices.  

• Meanwhile, smaller local producers—unable to match the volume and 
prices of larger, faraway competitors—have either gone out of business or 
receive lower profits from their sales.17  

• As a result, regions have become more dependent on faraway sources of 
food.  

• For example, in 1870, all the apples consumed in Iowa were grown by 
Iowa farmers; by 1999, 85 percent of the apples consumed in Iowa were 
imported from outside the state.18  
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Smaller producers lost access to nearby processors

Consolidation and other trends 

No place to process

Kim B.  Johns Hopkins Center for a Livable Future; 2010.

Meat processor

Farmer

Meat processor

Meat processor

Meat processor

Meat processor
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No place to process (4 slides) 

• The trend toward consolidation has had a similar effect on processors. 
Unable to compete with the larger, more efficient facilities, a number of 
small grain, meat and dairy processors have shut down.15  

• As a result, many smaller-scale producers have been left without access to 
nearby processors, making it difficult for them to sell their products.  For 
example: 
o 1st slide: Small-scale beef producers rely on nearby processors, such as 

slaughterhouses, to bring their products to market. 
o 2nd to 3rd slide:  Many small meat and dairy processors shut down, 

unable to compete with larger and more efficient competitors. 15    
o 4th slide:  As a result, many small beef producers lack access to nearby 

slaughterhouses and meat processors.19 They may be forced to 
transport animals to faraway slaughterhouses, greatly increasing 
transport costs.19     

• In addition to barriers posed by distance, small-scale food animal 
producers may be denied access to slaughterhouses that process meat 
only from large producers with whom they hold contracts (refer to Food 
Animal Production).20 

•  In some areas, mobile slaughterhouses and other regional solutions may 
help meet those farmers’ needs.19,21     

• Recent trends in industry consolidation are depicted for some industries at 
www.factoryfarmmap.org. 

 

  

http://www.factoryfarmmap.org/�
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40 min Mapping food routes: 
Food miles, energy and climate change  
Lecture, group activity and discussion  
Students will explore how, and where, food is moved by mapping the pathways of 
common ingredients from field to retail. Students will calculate the food miles, 
energy use and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions associated with each route. 

A set of bookended lectures prepares students for the activity and offers them an 
opportunity to reflect on their results. 

 

Lecture 

Introduction

Why food is transported

Industry consolidation

 Food miles, energy and 
climate change

Local food systems

Regional food systems

Reflection

Overview
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Overview: Food miles, energy and climate change 

• Increasing attention has been brought to the consequences of transporting 
large volumes of food over great distances.   

• What do you think some of those consequences are? 

Food miles, energy and climate change 

Climate change, peak oil
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Climate change, peak oil 

• Transport vehicles rely on burning fossils fuel for energy, which emits 
greenhouse gases (GHGs) that contribute to climate change. 

• The effects of climate change, including more frequent and extreme 
weather conditions like droughts and flooding, could cause great harm to 
human health and ecosystems.22-26 

• Fossil fuels are in finite supply; many experts believe we are past peak oil 
—the point at which global oil production begins to decline.27 Most parts 
of our society, including agriculture, are currently dependent on fossil 
fuels. 

• The effects of long-distance transport on local economies, taste and 
farmer-consumer relationships will be discussed later. 

• For more information on peak oil and climate change, refer to Agriculture 
and Ecosystems. 
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Food miles, energy and climate change

Food miles
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Food miles 

• Counting food miles is one way to measure the impacts of transporting 
food and food ingredients.18,28 

• Fruits and vegetables, for example, often get a lot of attention because of 
the distances they travel. A frequently quoted source found that, on 
average, produce arriving at a major Chicago food market was transported 
more than 1,500 miles.18  

• It is important to keep in mind that many foods do not travel a single 
direct route but move circuitously and take many complex steps along the 
supply chain from field to plate.  

• For example, processed foods may require dozens of ingredients to be 
shipped from multiple locations to a processing facility, and grain-finished 
food animals require truckloads of grain to be shipped in from farms. 

• Photos: Truck transporting chickens, grain being loaded onto a truck. 

Food miles, energy and climate change 

Measuring food miles, energy, emissions
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 Things to consider:
 Mode of transport
 Weight
 Distance
 Multiple ingredients
 Animal feed
 Animals

 

Measuring food miles, energy, emissions (2 slides) 

• What information is needed in order to measure the food miles associated 
with a food and the resulting impact? 

• Consider: 
o The mode of transport used (truck, rail, air, sea) and the associated 

energy and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions;   
o The weight of each shipment, in addition to the distance; 
o For multi-ingredient foods: the origin, weight and mode of transport 

for each ingredient, e.g., the grain, sweeteners, artificial flavors, 
preservatives, fruit and other ingredients in a toaster pastry;   

o For animal products: the origin, weight and mode of transport for 
animal feed, and the animals themselves; 

o For processed foods: the location of the processing facility and details 
on the ingredients entering (inputs) and leaving (outputs) the facility. 
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Food miles, energy and climate change 

Measuring food miles, energy, emissions
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 Energy use:  
Kilocalories (kcal)

 Greenhouse gas emissions:
Grams of carbon dioxide equivalent  (g CO2e)

 Weight × distance:
Kilogram-kilometers (kg-km)

 

Measuring food miles, energy, emissions (continued) 

• One way to measure energy use in transportation is by calories burned, 
measured in kilocalories or kcal.   

• Note:  What people typically refer to as “calories” are actually kilocalories. 

• One way to measure the effects of an activity on climate change is by 
determining the mass of GHG produced (even gases have mass).  GHGs are 
often measured as “grams of carbon dioxide equivalent,’’ or ‘‘g CO2e.”  
Students don’t need to fully understand the details of this measurement at 
this time.   

• When measuring the energy use or GHG emissions from transport, it’s 
necessary to consider both the weight of the shipment and the distance 
covered. You will use a measurement called kilogram-kilometers (kg-km), 
representing weight (kg) × distance (km). 

• Why make these measurements?  There is a saying, ‘‘What is not measured 
is not managed.’’ Measuring fossil fuel use and GHG emissions from the 
food supply chain helps us assess where and how we might reduce them.  

Group activity 
• Break the class into groups of 3-5.   

• If students have access to computers, they may benefit from using Google Maps (for measuring 
distances), Microsoft Excel (for tallying data) or similar digital tools to aid them in this activity. 

• Provide each group with the following materials: 

o Calculator, ruler 

o Mapping food routes: Instructions, U.S. map, Food miles worksheet and one of the two data 
sheets (the yogurt example is more challenging).  Refer to Handouts.  

• Students will follow the instructions given on their handout. 

• Refer to the answer keys for solutions. The teacher will need to calculate the energy and emissions 
for the final transportation routes to the nearest “food hub” and the students’ hometown.   

• To vary students’ results, assign select groups to assume certain routes are taken by rail or by air 
instead of by truck.  

• After students have completed their work, ask several groups—representing both foods—to 
present their results. 

• Note that these examples are case studies. Studying them is helpful in learning how feed, 
animals, food and food ingredients might be transported, but they are not representative of all 
the beef and yogurt produced and sold in the United States. 

Discussion 
• Was there anything you learned from this activity that surprised you? 
• How do the energy use and GHG emissions compare for various forms of transport? 
• For these examples, which trips resulted in the most energy use and GHG emissions? Why? 
• How do these foods’ energy use and GHG emissions per kg of product compare? 
• What types of food do you think result in the most energy use and GHG emissions from 

transport? 
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• If we wanted to measure all of the energy use and GHG emissions created along the life cycle of 
food, what other activities besides transportation would we need to account for? 

Conclusion 

 GHG emissions from produce, dairy and 
red meat consumed in U.S. households:

Food miles, energy and climate change 

Emissions from transport, in context
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Adapted from: Weber CL, Matthews HS. Food-Miles and the relative climate impacts of food choices in the United States. Environmental Science and 
Technology. 2008;42(10), 3508-3513. 

Red meat:

Dairy:

Fruits and 
vegetables:

Metric tons of  CO2e per household, per year
0              0.5               1               1.5              2               2.5

 

Emissions from transport, in context 

• While measuring energy use and GHG emissions in the food system, it is 
helpful to consider the whole supply chain from field to plate. 

• These graphs show the breakdown of GHG emissions by stage in the 
supply chain for several foods. 

• How much does transportation account for the total supply chain GHG 
emissions for these foods?  What about production?   

• If your job was to reduce GHG emissions in the food system, where would 
you focus your efforts and why? 

• According to this graph, the emissions from transportation in the red meat 
supply chain are similar to those from the produce supply chain. Red meat, 
however, accounts for a much larger share of total U.S. food miles (not 
shown in the graph).28 Why do you think this is? 

o Transportation in the U.S. meat supply chain relies more on fuel 
efficient vehicles like trains and ships; the produce supply chain relies 
more on trucks. 

• Most of the emissions from transportation in the red meat supply chain 
are emitted before the final product is shipped to retail (not shown in the 
graph).28 Why do you think this is? 
o  This is partly because of the need to ship feed and animals.  

 Total GHG emissions food consumed 
in U.S. households:

Food miles, energy and climate change 

Emissions from transport, in context
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Adapted from: Weber CL, Matthews HS. Food-Miles and the relative climate impacts of food choices in the United States. Environmental Science and 
Technology. 2008;42(10), 3508-3513.  

Emissions from transport, in context (continued) 

• Transportation accounts for roughly 11 percent of the GHG emissions 
from the U.S. food supply chain.28  This is substantial, though far less than 
the 83% of GHG emissions generated from production and processing.28   
Note that home delivery and preparation are not included in these 
calculations.28 

• For these reasons, our impact on climate change is influenced more by 
what we eat and how it was grown than where it came from.  For example, 
if Americans followed a solely plant-based diet for one day per week, they 
could cut more GHG emissions than by following an entirely local diet.28   

• Still, distance, food type and mode of production are all important 
considerations in reducing the harms associated with food choices.   
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15 min Local and regional food systems 
Lecture and discussion 
The lecture will cover the strengths and limitations of local and regional food 
systems, and the barriers to developing them.  

Local food systems 

Introduction

Why food is transported

Industry consolidation

Food miles, energy and 
climate change

 Local food systems

Regional food systems

Reflection

Overview
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Overview: Local food systems 
 

Local food systems

Definitions
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 Produced within 
100-250 miles of the buyer

 Or, sold directly from 
farmer to consumer

Image copyright.  

Definitions 

• Partly in response to the concerns that consumers often associate with 
moving food over long distances, a small but growing movement toward 
local food is gaining momentum.5  

• The term local is not strictly defined but often describes food that was 
produced within the geographic region where the consumer lives (roughly 
100 to 250 miles), or food that is sold directly from a farmer to a 
consumer or nearby retailer.5 

Local food systems

Potential benefits
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Image copyright.

 Producer-consumer 
relationship

 Food produced for flavor, 
not durability

 Freshness 

 Stronger local economies

 Preserve local cooking 
traditions

 

Potential benefits 

• The perceived benefits of local food systems vary according to how “local” 
is defined. Although there is a risk of making blanket assumptions that 
local food is inherently better on any particular measure,29 farmers, 
consumers and their communities can enjoy certain benefits from local 
distribution.  

• For example, farmers who sell locally have the option of producing foods 
grown or raised for flavor rather than the hardiness to endure long-
distance transport.30 

• A national survey indicated that consumers who buy locally are motivated 
by the perceived freshness of the food, as well as by the reassurance of 
knowing how their food was produced.31 Consumers who buy food locally 
can build relationships with producers, learning about their production 
practices and potentially influencing them. 

• Consumers also valued the opportunity to support their local economy;31 
buying local helps direct consumer dollars toward the creation of new jobs 
and higher incomes in a community.5   

• Buying locally can help preserve regional culinary traditions. 
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Local food systems

Is local always better?
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 100 miles may not provide enough quantity, 
variety

 Local does not imply harmful production 
practices are not used

 Shorter transport distances don’t always 
equate with less fuel use 
or fewer GHG emissions

 

Is local always better? 

• What do you think might be some of the limitations of local food systems? 
• In many cases, the area within a radius of 100 to 250 miles is too 

restrictive to supply a population with the needed quantity and variety of 
food (recall New York City, an extreme example of this problem). 

• Local production does not necessarily mean that potentially harmful 
production practices are not used (refer to Agriculture and Ecosystems and 
Food Animal Production for examples). 

• Shorter transport distances do not always equate with less fuel use or 
fewer GHG emissions. 
o It is sometimes more efficient to trade with faraway places that have 

advantages in producing certain foods. Recent studies found that 
shipping dairy from New Zealand to the UK, for example, uses less 
energy and releases fewer GHG emissions than producing dairy in the 
UK. This is largely because cattle in New Zealand can graze on pasture 
year-round whereas animals in the UK require feed and housing.32,33  

o Economies of scale can also reduce the energy use and GHG emissions 
from transporting food. A large-scale, faraway fruit distributor, for 
example, may be able to transport apples more efficiently—by shipping 
many crates of apples in an 18-wheeler—than a local farmer shipping a 
few crates of apples in a pickup truck. Even though the 18-wheeler uses 
more fuel than the pickup truck, the amount of energy and GHG 
emissions per apple may be lower.    

Regional food systems 

Introduction

Why food is transported

Industry consolidation

Food miles, energy and 
climate change

Local food systems

 Regional food systems

Reflection

Overview
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Overview: Regional food systems 

 

Regional food systems

Definition
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 Broader than local but includes local
 Geographic, cultural or political boundaries

 

Definition 

• Compared to a strictly local food system, regional food systems generally 
represent a broader area that encompasses many scales of distribution, 
including local.   

• Regions can be defined by geographic, cultural or political boundaries.34 
• Can you name some regions? How are these regions defined?   

o Chesapeake Bay watershed (geographic), New England (cultural) and 
New York State (political).  

• The exact size of a region is not predefined.   
o In places like the deserts of Arizona where enough food cannot be 

sustainably grown, or New York City with its enormous food needs, 
there is reason to move food from greater distances.   

o In places where a variety of foods can be grown in abundance, the 
boundaries of a regional food system might not need to stretch as far.   
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10 min Reflection 
Journal and discussion 
Students will reflect on the best scale(s) of distribution for their own community. 

 

Introduction

Why food is transported

Industry consolidation

Food miles, energy and 
climate change

Local food systems

Regional food systems

 Reflection

Overview
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Overview: Reflection 

Reflection

What is the optimal scale of distribution?
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Some suggest the optimal scale of 
food distribution is one that:
 Supports sustainable production
 Provides adequate food supply
 Offers variety of food options 
 Keeps economic returns within an area

 

What is the optimal scale of distribution? 

• We are faced with the challenge of identifying the best scales (local, 
regional, national or global) within which we should distribute food. 

• Some researchers suggest the optimal scale of food distribution is one that  
supports sustainable production, provides an adequate food supply, 
offers a variety of food options and keeps economic returns within an 
area.34 

Reflection

What is the optimal scale of distribution?
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 Local, regional or global?  
Which foods?

 Who will produce it?
 Benefits?
 Challenges?
 How to reduce impacts of 

long distance transport?

 

What is the optimal scale of distribution? (continued) 

• In your journals, briefly describe how you think food should be distributed 
to our community. Consider: 
o Which foods should be produced locally and regionally? Which should 

be imported from elsewhere in the world? Why?  
o For foods produced locally, who will produce them? 
o What would be the benefits of implementing your vision? 
o What challenges would you face in trying to implement your vision  

(e.g., lack of sufficient land, unsuitable climate, conflicting consumer 
demands, etc.)? 

o In cases where it is necessary to continue importing food over long 
distances, how might the impacts of long-distance transport be 
reduced?  
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